In June and September every Tuesday
In July and August every Tuesday and Thursday

FISHING on the BOAT along the COAST
7.15 am - transfer to reach the meeting point at Termoli’s harbour in the bus parking.
(Any departure time changes will be communicated the day before)

8.30 am - departure from the Termoli’s harbour for an unique opportunity on board of
modern, safe and fast ships, to live the emotions of an ancient activity; during
the tour you can admire the beautiful sea scenery.
Fishing offers an extremely and unique way to know the sea, where emotions
and adventures come together in charm, tradition and culture.
11.00 am - followed by an expert staff and valid operators the course begins to teach the
various techniques of professional fishing, the most suitable type of
equipment, some of the methods used to distinguish the various tools and
identify the various fish species living in our water. The preparation of
equipment, the best search bait, discover new dry and all that surrounds a day
of fishing become rituals, which are the symbol of life for people who love
the sea and the natural bond that is created.
During the fishing, will be offered to passengers fresh soft drinks to relieve
hot, sunny and sultry days.
2.00 pm - return to Termoli’s harbour after a pleasant time in front of the Molise’s coast.

HAVE FUN!!!
Adult € 79,00
Child 3/10 years old € 39,00
Child 0/3 years old not recommended
The price includes: sailing boat with captain, experienced staff available, fuel, fishing equipment, soft
drinks, liability insurance bodies (CDW with deductible) and assistance Miramed Travel during the trip
The price does not include: optional return transfer in bus or minibus to Termoli’s harbour (Adult € 8,00
- Child 3/10 years old € 4,00), extra and anything not mentioned under “The price includes”
NB: for subscribers without bus transfer the meeting with the tour leader is fixed at 8.10 am at Termoli’s
harbour in the bus parking (besides the ticket offices). Bookings are accepted at the reception until 7 pm
of the previous day; a total refund is foreseen if the renunciation to the trip is communicated at least 24
hours before the departure time; no refund will be accepted after this time limit.
We recommend comfortable clothes, rubber soled shoes, headgear, protective creams, fleece or raincoats.
(Is required a minimum number of 6 adults)
Characteristic of the boat:
Length
Width
Gross tonnage
Total power
Propeller
Covered surface free

16.70mt
4.10mt
24.03mt
2X500CV
2
30 square mt

Maximum speed
Accommodation deck
Services
Seats
Tables
Passengers

18 nodes
n.4 berths
1
20
4
12 max

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ASK RECEPTION DESK

